
P h y s i c s                                name ____________________________________________   period _____

Inv-13 Expan IV - -  Torque & Static Equilibrium             sheet # _____
1.) List the 1st condition of equilibrium ______________  List the 2nd condition of equilibrium ________________

2.) In each case, fill in the third Conditions for  Equilibrium for coplanar forces
ΣFx = 0   ;    ΣF y = 0   ;      _______                 ΣFy = 0   ;    ΣFz = 0   ;      _______   
ΣFx = 0   ;    ΣFz = 0   ;      _______                 ΣFx = 0   ;  _______  ;     Στy = 0

3.)  Find the torque produced by the 300. N force applied at an angle of 60°  to the door 
in the fiqure below.  The door is 2.0 m wide.
Show the following eight items on the drawing:
1.) pivot point (Δ)
2.)  r  vector
3.) Force vector and LOA
4.) moment arm (l) 
5.) color in produced right triangle
6.) angle φ is the angle opposite  (l)   
7.) T = F(l)  
8.) Show torque vector on drawing

3b.) What is the length of the r  vector in the problem above?  

3c.) What is the length of the true moment arm?

4a.)  The following figure shows the top view of a uniform  16 m2 square  being pushed by two opposite 500. N forces. 
Does the system satisfy the first condition of static equilibrium?  Does it fit the second condition of static equilibrium?
Determine the net torque exerted on the box.  

 
4b.) What is the length of the r vector in the problem above?   

4c.) What is the length of the moment arm (lever arm) in the figure above?   

5.) What will be the tangential  acceleration on a 50.0 kg propellor if a continuous torque of +20.0 N.m is applied by a 
force acting at a point that is 75 cm from the pivot point?



6.) Determine the force and the angle of the force on the end of the plank needed in the figure below to keep the 
100.0 N plank in total static equilibrium. (That means ΣFx = 0;  ΣFy = 0;  Στ z= 0 )

250  N                450. N 
                  80°    

           2.0  m     5.0 m    

          x  m   
     380. N        40°               ?? N     

           ??°  
Work for  ΣFx = 0:

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Work for  ΣFy = 0:

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Work for  Στz =0:

      25 N
         30°

7.)Calculate the net torque (magnitude and direction) 
on the beam about . . .  
a.) an axis through O perpenduicular to the page            O   20°
b.) an axis through C, perpendicular to the page. 45°

         2m             C                                               10 N

 4 m
       30 N

8.) A bicycle handbrake works by squeezing the metal rim of the wheel between two rubber pads. Suppose that the 
maximum inward force on each brake pad is 50.0 N and the metal-rubber kinetic coefficient of friction is 0.70. Taking 
the rim-to-axle distance as 30. cm, determine the maximum torque produced by a set of brakes about the axis of 
rotation. 

1&2.) YD   3a.) 520 k   N.m  4a.) -2000  k  N.m  5.) 0.533 m/s/s  6.)  662N@56.1° ; x = .22m   7a.) 29.6 k Nm  8.) 21 k  N.m


